Photo Electric Effect
Photo electric effect:
Free electron theory of metal: We have seen that certain elements are good conductor of electricity
where as other elements are insulators. This can be explained by free electron theory. It has been
found that there are some atoms in which coulomb force between the nucleolus and the outermost
electrons is very very weak. When these atoms with loosely bound outermost electrons combined to
form an element the loosely bound outermost electrons of the atoms do not remain confined to
those particular atoms and move about freely inside the element as if they are free. These outer
most electrons from all the atoms form an electron gas.
If we consider an electron inside the element the resultant force on it is zero but if we consider the
electron near the surface the resultant force is directed inward perpendicular to the surface. Thus
the electrons although move about freely inside the element cannot leave the surface of the
element. The elements in which there are free electrons are good conductors. There are atoms in
which the outermost electron is very tightly bound with the nucleus, elements formed by these
atoms do not have any free electron and are insulators. Metals generally have free electrons and are
good conductors. In order to just free electron from the surface i.e. To bring a free electron from just
inside the surface to just outside the surface work is to be done against the attractive force. This
work done is known as Work function (φ).
Work function of an element is defined as the minimum amount of energy required to make an
electron just free from the surface is known as work function. The energy required to make an
electron free from the surface can be supplied in three different ways:
1. In the form of heat energy: The corresponding emission of electrons is known as thermionic
emission.
2. In the form of light energy: The corresponding emission is known as Photo electric emission.
3. In the form of electrical energy: By applying very high potential difference across the electrode
and the corresponding emission is known as field emission or cold emission.
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Photo Electricc Effect
Photoelectric effectt:
The knocking of elecctrons from solids
s
and liq
quids by incid
dent light en
nergy is know
wn as photo electric
e
effect.
Experim
mental demonstration:

G is a glass dischargge tube having a window W of quaartz which allow the ultrraviolet lightt to pass
mitting surfacce and C is the
t collectingg electrode. A potential difference known
k
as
through. E is the em
acceleraating potentiial differencee is applied between the
e two electro
odes by usin
ng a potentiaal divider
arrangem
ment and co
ommutator and
a he applied potentiall difference is measured
d by a voltme
eter. The
photo electric curren
nt flowing in
n the circuit is measured by micro am
mmeter.
The experiment is peerformed byy changing
1. The in
ntensity of in
ncident light I
2. The frrequency of the incident light
3. The accelerating Potential
P
diffference V and for each of them photo electric current is measured.
Experim
ment I: Keep
ping ν consstant and V constant, I is changeed and for each inten
nsity the
correspo
onding photo
oelectric currrent is meassured.
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Photo Electricc Effect
The valu
ues obtained from the exxperiment plotted in grap
ph which gives a straightt line hence

i∝I
Experim
ment II: Keeeping I and V constan
nt the frequ
uency of th
he incident light is varried and
correspo
onding photo electric cu
urrent is meaasured and graph is plotted. It is fo
ound that for a given
emitter there is a minimum
m
vallue of frequeency of lightt below which no photo
o electron is emitted
ng that frequ
uency the ph
hoto electricc current incrreases with the
t increases in the frequency of
exceedin
the light. This minimum value of frequenccy of the incident light below whicch no photo
o electric
uency is diffe
erent for
current is obtained is known ass Threshold frequency (νν0). The threeshold frequ
urface.
different emitting su

ment III: Keep
ping I and ν constant th
he accelerating potentiall difference V is changed
d andthe
Experim
correspo
onding photto electric cu
urrent is meeasured. It iss found thatt as long ass V is (+) Ve
e i.e. The
collector is at (+) vee potential with
w respect to the emittter i practicaally remains constant. When
W
V is
d. But when V is (‐) Ve i.ee. The collecttor is kept att (‐) ve poten
ntial with resspect to the emitter i
changed
decreasees rapidly ass V become more and more
m
negative
e and i becomes zero at a particular value of
negativee potential. This
T negativee potential at which photo electric cu
urrent becom
mes zero is known
k
as
stoppingg potential Vs , from the graph we fin
nd that the stopping
s
potential Vs doees not depen
nd on the
intensityy of the incident light but
b dependss on the fre
equency of the
t incidentt light and increases
linearly with the incrrease in the frequency.
The above experimeental observaations are kn
nown as lawss of photo electric emissiion.
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Photo Electricc Effect

Laws of photo electric emission:
First law
w: The photo
o electric currrent is linearrly proportional to the intensity of incident light.
Second law: For eveery emitting electrode
e
there is a miniimum value of frequencyy of the incid
dent light
below which
w
no photoelectric
p
c current is emitted an
nd that frequency is kknown as threshold
frequency.
Third law
w: The maximum K.E of the emitted
d photo electtro i.e. The stopping
s
potential Vs dep
pends on
frequency of the incident light and increasess with the inccrease in frequency.
Fourth law:
l
There iss absolutely no time lag between th
he incidence of the light and the em
mission of
photo electron.
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